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InterestingFood 

Facts 

I. What makes the 

holes in cheese? 

When Swiss cheese 

ferments, a bacterial 

action generates gas. 

As the gas is freed, 

it bubbles through 

the cheese leaving 

holes. Cheese-

makers call these 

holes "eyes." 

“  

 

II. One acre of peanuts 

will make 30,000 

peanut butter 

sandwiches. 

 
 

Welcome to our fourth issue of The Drachma. For our fourth issue, the 
columnists and editorial staff present to you some of the better eateries 

around campus. We have tried to be sensitive to everyone’s tastes and 

cover a variety of dishes. If your particular tastes aren’t addressed, we 

apologize. At some point each school day, your stomach will force you to 

make food a priority. Whether it is breakfast, lunch, dinner or a snack, we 

all get the munchies. Where do hungry students and faculty turn when 

stomachs begin to rumble? Follow us as we tour what we consider to be 

some of the better places. 
 
CARRODY WAFFLE HOUSE (By Mandy Lin, Erin Chen) 

 

A favorite for both teachers and students, Carrody Waffle House (located in front of Wu 

Nan bookstore on campus) started up five years ago and is one 

of the most well-known food stands in the vicinity. The main 

product sold is the waffle. There are two kinds, salty and sweet. 

The most popular flavors for the “salty” kind are chicken, 

bacon, and tuna. For the sweet flavors chocolate and fresh-milk 

ice cream are the most popular. For the best taste possible, only 

the freshest ingredients are used.  Beverages, including coffee, 

are sold. “Keeping things delicious is no secret: I just try to be 

as attentive as possible and make it as good as it can be,” quipped the owner during our 

interview. The faculty, staff and students who while away entire portions of the school 

day around it would agree she does a good job. 

 

My Warm Day  (Anthony Liang and Carl Liao) 

 

Being fit and in school at the same time: A 

sometimes elusive dream of every student 

and faculty member. To make matters worse, 

the academic lifestyle is inevitably a 

sedentary but stressful one as well. How can 

those of us in school be productive and eat 

well and be healthy at the same time? One of 

Taiwan’s largest breakfast store chains, “My 

Warm Day” attempts to provide an answer 

for this question. The name itself gives a hint 

of what they try to do: to make things “warm”, hence “fresh”. In addition, their quality and 

taste are above the rim because they have passed CAS certification. And this means good 

tasting as well. With 1, 500 branches and climbing, all “My Warm Day” franchises strive to 

meet 7 criteria: safety, satisfaction, consideration, vitality, health, originality and happiness. 

Three of those relate to health. If you are a calorie watcher, you’ll be pleased to know that 

two of the dishes are fairly moderate in calories, the French Combo (391 calories) and the 

Lohas Combo (486 calories). For a robust lunch or brunch, but with a few more calories there 

is the Denver Roll (754 calories). Beyond their emphasis on health and a hygienic 

environment, My Warm Day also stresses variety serving “Chinese style” dishes 

(Okonomiyaki fried noodles, for example) and various “sandwich” (the Blue Ribbon Chop is 

very popular for breakfast), “roll” (the Lemon Chicken Roll), and “salad” series. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

III.  Henri Nestle was 

originally a baby food 

manufacturer. His 

work and research 

with condensed milk 

aided Swiss 

chocolatier Daniel 

Peter in inventing a 

method to successfully 

combine chocolate and 

milk in a solid form — 

the first milk 

chocolate -- in 1875. 

 

 

IV. Napoleon believed 

that armies marched 

on their stomachs, and 

so offered a prize in 

1795 for a useful way 

of preserving food. 

The prize was won by 

a French inventor, 

Nicholas Appert. 

What he devised was 

canning. It was the 

beginning of the 

canned food industry 

of today. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A-WANG’S STIR-FRY RESTAURANT  (By: 

Steven Chen, with Brandon Li contributing) 

Food stands and restaurants in the LTU community have 

been coming and going for years. However one of the 

longest enduring ones has been A-Wang’s Stir Fry 

Restaurant located in the A-Bau Food Court on campus. 

The owner, Mr. Wang, has been learning how to cook 

since graduating from primary school at the age of 14, 

and has been cooking in total for more than 30 years. 

Something of a culinary whiz, Mr. Wang seems to have done it all during his 17 years here at 

LTU, from catering 85 tables for the owner’s 85
th

 birthday, to daily business to students and 

staff, to other large scale functions such as holiday parties, tea parties and providing delivery 

service. Mr. Wang attributes his longevity and success to paying attention to what dishes and 

flavors students like and considering what they are able to afford. In addition, he says, it pays 

attention to change with the times when necessary. When he first started, he notes, he only 

sold noodles, boiled dumplings and soup. It was only later that his menu morphed into its 

present-day form, heavy on the stir-fry and fried rice dishes. On numerous occasions he has 

sat down and concocted his own delicious dishes, pulling his version of a sizzling spaghetti 

platter and various stir-fry dishes out of his sorcerer’s hat. Of course, the food is of 

paramount importance as well. Dishes are made daily from fresh ingredients with the current 

most popular items being sausage and shrimp fried rice.  

  

Zi Fa Bakery—Cheap but Delicious (By Keanny Lin) 

 

Meals are often on the go in Taiwan’s modern, ultra-busy 

lifestyle. As such, bakeries have sprung up everywhere with 

baked items for sale that cater to a variety of tastes and 

preferences. In the LTU university area, one such bakery is 

the Zi-Fa Bakery located at the corner of Yong-Chun and 

Jhong-yong Road. With a second branch near Dong-Hai 

University, this bakery, like many others, closely scrutinizes 

each of their pastries for the “big three”. Taste, nutritional 

value and cleanliness, or hygiene, during the preparation 

process) However, did you know that they are different from other bakeries in two further 

ways? Not only do they focus on the appearance of each pastry, but they also concentrate on 

selling baked items with an International twist. Because of this unique twist, they often have 

baked goodies that are both good, good looking, and good for you that other bakeries won’t 

have. East blends with West. Japanese, American, Korean, French and other tastes coalesce 

and overlap with Chinese flavors and styles. The result? Flavorable, tasty, international 

hybrid breads, pastries, cakes, cookies and assorted buns guaranteed to make your taste buds 

happy and your stomach sing. To complete your bun or pastry, grab one of their similarly 

themed international drinks.  Perhaps best of all, Zi-Fa makes a meal on the go seem not so 

bad, after all.  

English Food Idioms: A Sweet Tooth   

(From the Editorial Staff) 

What is a “sweet tooth”? Do you have one? A person with a sweet tooth is a person with a 

craving for “sweet things”. One of the best examples, of course, is chocolate. If this describes 

you, we at The Drachma would like to mention in passing a particular snack from the US 

that has been growing in popularity here in Taiwan recently: the donut. Originally a fried, 

sweet pastry from the Southern US, this pastry has   entered the Taiwan scene with quite a 

bang. The foreign donut chain stores Mr. Donut (Japanese) and Dunkin’ Donuts (American) 

have opened up shop in Taichung (Mr. Donut in the Feng-Jia Night Market area on Feng-Jia 

Road and Dunkin’ Donuts near China Medical on XueShi Road are popular) along side the 

home-grown donut chain WaiLi Donuts. (branches: 43 DaYe Rd.; Chung Yo Department 

Store, Building “C”, B3 level) They go best with coffee or milk. The most common variety 

of donuts are the yeast-based (considered chewier), the cake donut, and the jelly filled kind. 

Many say donuts in general taste better if warmed first. No matter how you have yours, just 

be sure to go for a lengthy bike ride later. They are definitely not low in calories.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


